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This paper researches Chinese testimony of witness system in the criminal 
prosecution, analyzing the qualifications of the witness, the conception and 
characteristics of the testimony of witness, as well as the collecting of the testimony. 
It focus on the check-approving and authentication rules that govern testimony of 
witness system in the criminal prosecution, analyses the main reason the witness 
won’t appear to court in the criminal prosecution, brings up the design to mature the 
system for testifying of Chinese criminal prosecution based on the descriptions 
mentioned above. The paper is divided to 5 chapters, excluding the introduction and 
conclusion. 
Chapter 1 General theories of testimony of witness . This chapter Introduces、
analyses the conception and characteristics of the criminal witness, as well as the 
conception and characteristics of the testimony, and the key point is to assay and 
demonstrate the Investigation personnel and the witness-qualifications of co-defendants. 
Chapter 2 The collecting of the criminal testimony of witness. This chapter 
analyses the basic principles and the specific rules of collecting testimony of witness. 
Chapter 3 The check-approving and authentication of the criminal testimony. 
Besides analyzing the 2 attributes of proof---the capability of proof and proof power, 
3 basic characteristics of proof, this chapter brings up the content of inspecting and 
judging testimony and staring from the capability of proof and proof power combine 
with the proof’s connection and legality to analyses authentication rules that govern 
criminal testimony of witness.  
Chapter 4 To analyze the reason the witness won’t appear to court in Chinese 
criminal prosecution. This chapter points out the harmness the witness refuse to 
appear to court, analyses concretely the causes the witness won’t appear to court in 
our country presently: law factor 、witness factor 、judicature factor. 
Chapter 5 The design to mature the system for testifying of Chese criminal 
prosecution. This chapter addresses the concrete measures to mature the system: 1.To 
stipulate the legal liability for the witness who absence in court; 2.To perfect the 














Admitting the right of refusing bear witness. 
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